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The Cabinet of Grand Admiral Thrawn 

The Star Wars Committee 
 

 

 
“Anyone can make an error, Ensign. But that error doesn't become a mistake until you refuse to 
correct it.” – Grand Admiral Thrawn 
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Letter from the Chair 

Dear Delegates, 

Hello and welcome to GWCIA! My name is Victoria Huang and I will be your chair for the 

Imperial Cabinet. A little bit about myself – I’m currently a sophomore majoring in International 

Affairs at the George Washington University. I’m also proud to say I was born and raised in 

Boston, famous for being the birthplace of the American Revolution and the worst drivers in this 

country. While I’ve been involved with speech and debate since seventh grad, I only started my 

Model UN shenanigans last year when I entered college and joined GW’s team, but I’ve already 

fallen in love with the activity.  

If I were to summarize my expectations of you as delegates, I’m not here to nitpick. Of course, 

be open to giving speeches, be cooperative and respectful, and be sure to strike a solid balance 

between your crisis shenanigans and in-room presentation. However, in a setting as grand as the 

Star Wars universe, I’d hate for you to stress out over small details in parliamentary procedure 

and then lose out on the experience of rebuilding the Empire to its former glory. We want to give 

you as much freedom as possible in shaping this committee’s world rather than let committee 

shape you. 

Of course, if you have more questions about committee, you’re free to email me at 

vfhuang@gwmail.gwu.edu. Have fun and see you soon in November! 

Best, 

Victoria Huang 

mailto:vfhuang@gwmail.gwu.edu
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Letter from the Crisis Director 
 

Dear Delegates,  

My name is Spencer Manahan, a senior at GWU and majoring in International Affairs. I have 

been a part of Model United Nations since I was a freshman in High School and have had the 

tremendous opportunity to represent countries from around the world in locations across the 

country. This committee was one of the first crisis ideas I had for GWCIA all the way back in 

my freshman year, and I am very excited to have the amazing opportunity to lead it behind the 

scenes.   

This committee is going to be one of the finest, most challenging, and funnest committee you 

will experience at GWCIA! I am a big believer in letting you, the delegate, to shape debate and 

what happens in committee. If the committee decides to launch an all out attack against those 

pesky rebels, then we will guide that process. Likewise, if you all decide to isolate and remain in 

the strongholds and fiefdoms you have carved out for yourself, that’s fine too. It’s up to you. 

That being said, what you pursue should be within the realm of reasonable possibility. For 

example, spreading the Empire into the Unknown Regions is fine, but completely laying down 

your arms and surrendering to the rebellion without a fight will not happen.  

One more thing; please please please send me and Victoria any questions you may have if you 

are confused about anything on the committee. We are very responsive and want to make sure 

you are completely prepared for the conference. Even if you think it’s a dumb question, ask it. 

There are no stupid questions! 

Thanks again folks and I will see you at GWCIA!  
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Best,  
Spencer Manahan 
spencerjmanahan@gwmail.gwu.edu 

 

Disclaimer 
The Do’s 

This committee will be largely based in STAR WARS LEGENDS. That means, anything that 
happened according to the cannon BEFORE Disney bought Star Wars from Lucasfilm is fair 
game. That said, I will also allow newer content from the new Disney TV series to be used in 
committee so long as it does not directly contradict whatever happened in the original material. 
While that gives you guys a TON of information to use, PLEASE remember that this committee 
takes place many years BEFORE the newest Star Wars movies (Episodes 7 and 8), so please 
don’t use content from those movies as they have not happened yet in our timeline.  

Do have fun! This is Star Wars, an amazing science fiction universe with an incredibly detailed 
backstory that’s had nerds like me fan-boying over it since I was born. There’s gigantic amounts 
of resources and information to use to your advantage, and there are many many sources you can 
use to get the information you need. The best one in my opinion is the Star Wars Wookiepedia 
(https://starwars.fandom.com/wiki/Main_Page) with almost 148,500 pages! Just search what you 
need from there and that will help you a lot in your research.  

The Don’ts 

The Star Wars universe is awesome. Space battles, lightsaber fights, massive spaceships, etc. are 
some of the coolest things about the series. That said, there are parts of it that are hard to use for 
a Model United Nations committee. It is for this reason that there are going to be two things that 
delegates are required to NOT include in their plans for committee.  

1. Slavery 
2. War crimes 

In committee we will talk about this more, but these two topics are off the table for delegates to 
use as tactics to advance their goals. While the Empire was often accused of having slaves and 
committing war crimes, we will not be engaging in those kinds of arcs in this committee. Why? 
Not only is it bad form but it is also extremely uncreative. There are many exciting and clever 
ways to solve the problems delegates will face in committee that do not involve either slavery or 
war crimes. If anyone has any questions about this, I am absolutely more than happy to answer 
your questions if you have any.  

mailto:spencerjmanahan@gwmail.gwu.edu
https://starwars.fandom.com/wiki/Main_Page
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A long time ago, in a galaxy far 
far away … 

 

Preface 
You are in a moderately sized room aboard the Imperial starship Chimera, sitting at a 

long rectangular table with various other Imperial officials and officers. Three walls are 
composed of gray steel, while the third is a large window. You see a planet through the glass 
whose name you do not know. Nor should you since you were picked up days ago after receiving 
word that the Death Star was destroyed and the Emperor with it. You are in wild space, far from 
civilization.  

At the end of the hall, the door slides open with a faint hiss. A young blue skinned man, 
with black hair and red eyes, patiently walks through and sits in the main seat at the table. The 
room is dead silent. Everyone knows who he is: the last surviving grand admiral of the Empire... 
Grand Admiral Thrawn. 

He begins, 

“Greetings all to the first gathering of the Imperial cabinet under my leadership. Given 
that few of you likely know one another and have different accounts of what’s going on, I will 
provide a brief prologue to our discussions today.  

First, the Emperor is dead. Rebel forced were successful in destroying the second Death 
Start orbiting the forest moon of Endor. In the blast, both the Emperor and Darth Vader lost their 
lives, handing victory to the rebellion on a silver platter. Not long after, as word circulated 
around the galaxy, many of our previous strongholds rose up against the Imperial government 
with its Emperor vanquished. We have lost thousands of star systems across the galaxy as 
support rallies behind the pitiful rebellion.  

That being said, not all things are as grim as they may sound. We still retain the loyalty of 
many sectors throughout the galaxy, the military support of hundreds of warships, many ship 
yards to carry on the fight, and significant covert resources only known to the Emperor, myself, 
and to you. 

I have taken command of the Imperial fleet as the highest ranking member of the 
Imperial military still alive and because I am the only thing that stands between us and the 
destruction of the Empire for good.  
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You have all sworn your allegiance to me, good. While I am no megalomaniac as the 
Emperor was, I am, at this moment, the leader of the Empire. By our powers and resources 
combined, we have a fighting chance to bring about the Empire once again and restore order, 
peace, and freedom to the galaxy.” 

 

An Abridged History of the Galaxy 
The complete history of the galaxy is as detailed as it is long. There are many dozens of 

time periods stretching back as far as the creation of the universe and force itself. That said, this 
guide will focus on the practical time period that the committee can use to craft both the 
backroom through crisis notes and the front room through directives/speeches. Maps will be 
included throughout the guide that relate to important locations in the galaxy, as well as other 
breakdowns of Imperial and Rebel held territories at the start of the present conflict.  

The Clone Wars 

- Corruption and the Republic 

The Clone Wars was a massive 
civil war that took place between the 
loyal systems of the Republic and the 
many separatist systems of the galaxy 
hoping to break away from galactic 
governance. Those who broke away 
did so largely because of rampant 
corruption, elitism, nepotism, and 
sluggish pace of the Republic. Many 
thought that the Republic was a 
burden on their societies that only existed to perpetuate itself and keep wealthy politicians at the 
top.  

These feelings prompted many systems to work together and undermine the Republic in any 
way they could. Ultimately, this culminated in outright secession, with the rebellious factions 
joining together under the banner of the Confederacy of Independent Systems.  

- Kamino Clones 

At the start of the conflict, the Republic had no army to speak of. Thankfully, it was 
discovered by Jedi Master Obi Wan Kenobi that an order was placed at the Kamino cloning 
facilities for thousands of clone troops for the Republic several decades prior. Newly elected 
Supreme Chancellor Palpatine assumed ownership of this force and, with the Separatists 
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claiming their independence, officiated them as the first Grand Army of the Republic. The stage 
was set, and the Clone Wars began.  

- The War: The Beginning to the End 

The War itself took has a substantial toll on the galaxy. Aside from squandered resources, the 
war resulted in the death of hundreds of millions across the galaxy, leaving many without their 
homes and plunging many backwater systems even farther into anarchy. The core, loyalist 
worlds also suffered, with a war taxing the galactic population extensively to defend a 
government that was so obviously corrupt that it was a miracle it managed to survive at all. 
Protests were frequent to end the war, and many called to sign a peace agreement with the 
separatists.  

This, however, would not last 
long. The military leaders of 
the Separatists waned as the 
war continued and, after the 
death of Count Dooku by 
Anakin Skywalker, it was only 
a matter of time until the 
Republic was victorious. 
Storm clouds persisted on the 

horizon, however, as the conflict between Supreme Chancellor Palpatine and the Jedi grew 
throughout the course of the war and, inevitably, to a breaking point at its end.  

The fall of the Galactic Republic and the rise of The Galactic Empire 

- The Jedi Plot 

As it is understood by the people of the Empire and told by the emperor – while we all of 
course have own personal theories on the matter regarding the possible less-than-fully-true 
version of events that the Emperor has told the people – upon hearing the news that General 
Grievous had been slain by Jedi Master Obi Wan Kenobi, the leadership of the Jedi attempted a 
coup attempt on the life of Supreme Chancellor Palpatine. While he managed to defeat them and 
repel their attacks with his own then unknown powers, the attack on his life left him severely 
scared and deformed.  

- Palpatine’s Declaration of the Empire 

Resolved not to let the plot go further and coup the 
rest of the victorious Republic, Supreme Chancellor 
Palpatine used his office and political power to 
reorganize The Republic into the First Galactic Empire, 
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while also subsequently calling for the destruction of the Jedi Order.  

- Imperial Administration 

Following the declaration, Emperor Palpatine would embark on a crusade to eliminate Jedi 
influence throughout the former Republic. Jedi-sympathizers among the Senate were arrested, 
Jedi were hunted down across the galaxy, and the Jedi temple itself was sacked by newly 
reorganized Imperial forces.  

After the Jedi threat was largely vanquished, the Emperor pushed the clones out of the 
Imperial military structure in favor of more traditional fighting forces. Humans were largely 
selected as the leaders and defenders of this new empire despite the presence of many thousands 
of other alien species. The Imperial governing structure did not enforce censure against 
non-humans legally, but much of the Empire bears a great resentment against many alien races as 
most of the Confederacy of Independent Systems was largely consistent of non-human species.  

The fall of the Empire 

- Death Star 1 

Not all remained at peace In the Empire, however. Rebel factions waged war against the 
empire across the galaxy with little effect for the first few years of Imperial rule. It was not until 

roughly twenty years after 
the foundation of the 
Empire where many rebel 
factions united together 
under the common banner 
of the Alliance to Restore 
the Galactic Republic, or 
more commonly known as 
the Rebel Alliance. The 
Empire would wage war 
against this conglomerate 
for several years and, while 
the Empire enjoyed many 
victories against their 

enemy, the resolve of the Rebel Alliance was practically unbreakable.  

This issue became serious when the Emperor’s superweapon project, codenamed the Death 
Star, was destroyed by Rebel forces while orbiting the Rebel base on Yavin-4 by Luke 
Skywalker. The destruction of the Death Star is seen as the first major turning point in the gains 
of the Rebel Alliance. Where before they were no more than a nuisance in the side of the Empire, 
the organization ascended to the primary threat against the Empire. The loss of the base would 
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also energize both rebel and Imperial forces, where the former celebrated their first major victory 
against the Empire and the latter lamented over the loss of millions of Imperial citizens.  

- Death Star 2 and the Death of the Emperor 

It was for this reason why the Emperor continued constructing another battle station with the 
same capabilities as its predecessor. In a move that will likely be judged harshly for the rest of 
galactic history, the Emperor chose to leak information on the construction of the base to the 
rebellion in an effort to draw out their most powerful fleet and concentrate them in one location. 
While he was correct that the rebellion brought its finest weapons of war against the empire to 
destroy the second Death Star, the Emperor underestimated the capabilities of rebel agents acting 
within the Death Star and on the planet it orbited.  

We know rebel forces on the planet were able to destroy the shield generator that surrounded 
the Death Star, allowing entry of several rebel strike craft into the interior of the battle station. 
We also know that it was this strike group, headed by the Millennium Falcon and its crew that 
were also responsible for destroying the power supply of the station and, ultimately, destroy the 
battle station for a second time.  

What is unknown to us now, 
however, is how the Emperor 
died. We assume Luke 
Skywalker managed to escape the 
station, though nothing is known 
for certain. Imperial scout ships 
lingering on the outside of the 
system detected signals coming 
from Lord Vader’s internal suit 
mechanics, but also recorded that 
his lifesigns had gone completely 
dark. Darth Vader, the right hand 
of the Emperor’s will, is also dead.  

During the course of the battle and not long after, Rebel forces were successful in completing 
their assault against Imperial forces above Endor. In both that battle and others around the 
galaxy, the Empire was able to imprison or kill all other Grand Admirals in the Empire with the 
sole exception of Grand Admiral Thrawn.  

Today’s Threat 

- Enemy: The Rebellion 

Intelligence reports indicate that Rebel forces are unaware of the existence of Grand Admiral 
Thrawn. This lack of knowledge should be used as an advantage by whatever means necessary. 
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Their ignorance of who their true enemy is will prevent them from understanding the tools and 
resources the Empire still retains, while also given them no idea if it is willing to negotiate an 
end to the civil war that has gripped the galaxy.  

The enemy the Empire faces today is simple: the Rebellion. The nations and peoples who 
have taken up against the Empire, both before and now, are those who we wish to defeat. That 
said, in order to defeat the Rebellion, it will be necessary to cripple them on the battle field and 
the home front.  

- The Battlefield 

At present, we do not know the full capabilities of the Rebellion. Due partly to the loss of 
the Death Star, Darth Vader, and The Emperor, it is unclear how intelligence gathered by 
Imperial spies is to reach high command. As Thrawn has assumed control of Imperial forces as 
the highest ranking officer in the Empire, one of our first major priorities is to discreetly reform 
the centers of power around the Grand Admiral and his cabinet.  

 Tactically, we know the Rebellion possess fleet sizes at around half our strength, but 
utilize guerilla fighting tactics to make up for the difference on the battlefield. Given the Imperial 
method of open field combat, adjusting our policies as to how we fight the rebellion may be in 
order. That said, we nevertheless possess superior levels of firepower against them. The ships we 
have at our disposal number in the thousands, but are often large, difficult to maneuver, and 
require intensive planning to assure a clear victory. In a war for the galaxy, it is in our best 
interests to diversify our military capabilities as best 
we can. We should not abandon our fleets, of course, 
and should keep making more as we see fit, but adding 
more maneuverable and fast craft to our war machine 
could help us on the front.  

While we retain an advantage in our number of 
ships compared to the rebellion, we are roughly equal 
in terms of ground force. This is largely due to the fact 
that most rebel forces are composite of largely 
untrained conscripts. They have mustered enough 
forces to meet our own on the field of battle, but rebel 
victories often don’t come when our forces are directly 
pitted against theirs. Returning to a common theme, 
the rebellion often uses guerilla tactics to weaken our 
forces before launching an actual attack. If we are to 
defeat them on the ground, we will have to pursue 
different methods to the norm to level the playing 
field, perhaps integrating more stealth units or incorporating new policies for our forces at the 
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front. Whatever the correct solution may be, the council will ultimately decide on what these 
policies will look like.  

- The Home Front 

Not all battles are fought with blasters and lightsabers, however; many are entirely 
political. In addition to the physical fighting, it is imperative that we use our political skills to not 
only maintain Imperial hegemony over the galaxy, but also to expand our resource base to take 
on the rebellion.  

The political realm of our conflict can be separated into several parts: Gaining new allies 
that were originally neutral and gaining new allies that originally supported the rebellion. 

Gaining allies from neutral systems means dealing with stubborn, isolationist people for 
the most part. While that is not entirely true for all, it will mean careful political handling to 
convince them to come to our side. That said, without the Emperor or Darth Vader, many 
systems will not be susceptible to fear tactics as they were in the past. It is imperative that we 
find new methods of negotiating with these people in an effort to bring them into the Imperial 
fold.  

Gaining alliances from people who originally supported the Rebellion is not as hard as it 
seems. Where most isolationist groups tend to be ideologically motivated, there are plenty in the 
rebellion who support the organization because of its profitability. In short, they see more 
opportunities to gain wealth and power from being in the Rebellion than they do in the Empire. 
To convince these people, the council should focus on making the best bargain possible to the 
weaker factions of the rebellion. Whether that may mean offering titles, systems, or gigantic 
heaping sums of money is ultimately up to the council to decide.  

- Goal: Restore Imperial control over the galaxy 

In the long term, the goal of this council is simple: to reunite the galaxy under the banner of 
the Empire. Grand Admiral Thrawn intends to lead this campaign to total victory over the enemy 
and resurrecting the Empire. That said, what kind of Empire this will be is entirely up to the 
council. Perhaps a more merciful era of the Empire is needed to restore order, or maybe the iron 
fist of her legions must come crashing down onto the enemy to win ultimate victory. It is also 
possible, after we have regained much of the galaxy under our control, to negotiate the Rebellion 
out of existence and turn their people against each other.  

Many options lie before you, councilors to the empire. Your new Emperor, Grand Admiral 
Thrawn, waits for your response.  
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Questions to consider 
1. How can you use your powers as a general or governor to help the Empire? 
2. What are your personal goals that you would like to see accomplished in the new Empire?  
3. Can you really trust Thrawn to lead the Empire to victory?  

 

Positions 
A brief overview 

 

Governors and moffs mostly hold political control over their territories. That means they have 
the support – willing or forced – of their planets’ population and major leaders. Essentially, these 
people are the Presidents and Prime Ministers of their region, with all the powers those positions 
usually hold. That said, they do not outwardly control military forces. They can call upon the 
military or raise armies of their own, but they do not start out with forces that will follow their 
command. All governors and moffs do have a small but loyal guard force to command, 
consisting of around 20-30 people.  

Admirals and generals mostly hold military power over their territories. This means that they 
are able to order fleets or army groups within their borders as they please. That said, they have 
all sworn various degrees of loyalty to Grand Admiral Thrawn and their forces will be called 
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upon should the committee decide to launch any battles. These leaders are like military dictators, 
who are able to enforce their will onto a system or sector through force. This does not mean that 
they can only use force, but it is their most ready and available option. Unlike governors, they do 
not have the extensive bureaucracy for dealing with many of the problems that their sector may 
have, so it’s harder to solve disputes between leaders/populations/groups within their territories. 
They could develop a bureaucracy if they chose, but that is something you need to build in crisis 
notes in committee should you chose to.  

If you have questions about your character – unsure about what direction you should go, what 
kind of plans to think about, etc. then please do not hesitate to email the Crisis Director, Spencer 
Manahan. He will not tell you what to do, but will give advice to help you orient yourself if 
you’re having problems figuring out what you would like to do for crisis notes, plans, and 
strategies.  
 

1. Grand Moff Ardus Kaine 

Kaine is the only member of the committee to already have an established faction at the start of                  
the committee. His organization, known as the Pentastar Alignment, is a confederate            
pseudo-state on the outerrim of the galaxy, consisting mostly of territories once belonging to the               
Oversecter Outer. A new faction, the group was formed out of a mutual treaty signed by the                 
region’s major corporate rulers and the military government under Kaine. Together, the Pentastar             
Alignment is a pro-Imperial organization that aligns itself readily alongside the rest of the other               
faction leaders and Imperial warlords. The faction’s capital is on the Entralla system in the               
Velcar sector of the outer rim. Despite existing far from the core of Imperial space, Kaine has                 
managed to create a political and military machine that has kept the rebellion at bay and                
prevented any extreme attacks against the territory. While Kaine has not fully endorsed Thrawn              
as the true successor to the Emperor, he does see in him the best chance for the Empire to return                    
to its former glory as undisputed power over the galaxy.  

2. General Jylia Shale 

General Shale is a high ranking military commander of the Empire’s armed forces. Before the               
death of the Emperor, she was known throughout the Empire for her commendable skill and               
superior tactical abilities, eraning the respect of people throughout both the Imperial and rebel              
high command. Her battles against were often swift and deadly as she enjoyed many victories               
against the rebellion. After the death of the Emperor, she was quick to consolidate her power by                 
joining with various other naval leaders and smaller fleets. Today, she has secured a military               
stronghold for the Empire in the Videnda sector of the outer rim, neighbor to the vital, but not                  
Imperial controlled, hyperlane intersection of the Rimma Trade Route and the Hydian Way in              
the Seswenna sector. While she is admittedly skeptical that the Empire can win the war against                
the rebellion now that the Emperor is dead, she thinks that ensuring Imperial control over the                
Seswenna sector could tip the balance back to help the Empire conquer the rebellion.  
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3. Moff Pollus Maksim 

Moff Pollus Maksim is the ruler of the Kuat sector and system. During his reign over the sector,                  
he enjoyed the pro-business attitudes of the Emperor towards the sectors development.            
Combined with the support of the Kuat Drive Yard Guild, Maksim controls nearly total control               
over the political and economic apparatus of the sector. This region is home to the Kuat Drive                 
Yards, the largest construction facility in the galaxy for Imperial star destroyers and fleet ships.               
Its gigantic planetary sized orbital ring is the heart of the planet’s operation as thousands of                
Imperial ships are built day in and day out. As a result, it is also one of the most attractive targets                     
for the rebellion. Pollus Is dedicated to the protection of the planet and its factories, seeing them                 
as one of the few assured defenses against the success of the rebellion against the Empire.  

4. Admiral Rae Sloane 

Admiral Sloane and Grand Admiral Thrawn are two people cut from the same cloth. Both are                
young, ambitious, and have grand plans for the future of the Empire. Ever dedicated to the                
Empire, Sloane is a practically minded tactician renowned for her cleverness and strength on the               
battlefield. As a result, she commands the respect and admiration of her naval group, as well as                 
the many military officials serving under her in all walks of life. Her fleet of faithful Imperials                 
boasts some of the largest groups in the Empire with hundreds of Imperial star destroyers and                
several other unique classes of fighters. She is the only other fleet commander besides Grand               
Admiral Thrawn to have access to the new tie fighter class Defender. Physically, Sloane’s              
primary fleet is located in the mid rim protecting the Kuat ship yards from rebel organized attack                 
from their newfound core world stronghold of Corusant. Her primary base of operations are              
aboard her fleet’s flagship, meaning that while she does not control any territory outright, she               
does have a mobile base of operations.  

5. Grand Moff Valco Pandion 

Self-proclaimed Grand Moff Valco Pandion is as devoted to the Empire as much as he is loyal to                  
his own ambition. Ruling from his throne on Malestare in the Dustig sector, Mid Rim, Pandion                
controls the planet and its surrounding systems with an iron grip. His control of the               
communications systems across the planet play heavily into his supremacy over the sector,             
essentially controlling most of the information that goes in and out of the region. While the                
sector itself is not tremendously large, his rule is currently assured so long as he maintains                
control over the communications systems. Regarding the future, Pandion is a loyal Imperial and              
willing to do anything to make sure the Empire reigns supreme in the galaxy again… provided                
that he is able to make a handsome profit on the side and live very very comfortably.  

6. Admiral Gallius Rax 

Gallius Rax is a force to be reckoned with. Self-proclaimed protégé to the Empire, Rax believes                
that he has more right to rule the Empire than that of Grand Admiral Thrawn. That said, Thrawn                  
is the only one in the position to, in his eyes, at least maintain the Empire as it is until he can take                       
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the reins for himself. He is a proud Imperial with a long history of loyalty to the Emperor and                   
Darth Vader. Rax’s fleet, assembled from various other lower ranked ship captains who see him               
as the true successor to the Emperor, Is currently stationed around the desert planet of Jakku,                
where he rules the surrounding sector from aboard his starship.  

7. Moff Quarsh Panaka (Use Legends timeline) 

Moff Panaka holds a long military and political history that stretches from the start of the clone                 
wars through the triumph of the Empire. A native of Naboo, Panaka first acted as the security                 
chief to Queen Amidala shortly before the start of the Clone Wars. After the attacks on Naboo,                 
Quarsh saw the Confederacy as a tremendous threat to the safety of his people, further aligning                
himself with factions that advocated for militarizing the Republic. Throughout the Clone Wars,             
he grew ever closer into Chancellor Palpatine’s inner circle and, once the Empire was              
established, was awarded handsomely for his loyalty. He rules the Chommel Sector as an              
effective administrator with its sector capital in Naboo. He is a loyal servant of the Empire and                 
will fight to maintain its supremacy in the galaxy, but his demeanor and methods are more cool                 
and level headed than many of the other overly ambitious characters in committee.  

8. Admiral Gilad Pallaeon 

Admiral Pallaeon has one of the most distinguished military careers of the Empire in the               
committee. Serving on countless missions in both the Clone Wars and in the fight against the                
rebellion, Palleaon has led his forces to victory countless times over. Not only that, he is                
considered among the finest and trustworthy leaders in the Empire. While ambitious, it is well               
accepted that he truly sees the Empire as the only definitive force to bring peace and justice to an                   
otherwise lawless and chaotic galaxy. Pallaeon also served alongside Grand Admiral Thrawn and             
is considered one of his closest advisers. His fleet command largely consists of Thrawns own               
forces, with the flagship Chimera as its base of operations. While this does gives Pallaeon access                
to some of the more versitle craft in the fleet, it does mean that his headquarters will likely                  
always be where committee is physically located, making it less mobile.  

9. Moff Raythe 

Moff Raythe is a peculiar case within the Imperial high command. While little is known of his                 
origins to this day, he has the special privilege to serve as a moff – political leader of the sector                    
he is stationed in – while also being a military commander to a certain extent. He commands his                  
political apparatus for the sector from aboard his Imperial star destroyer, the Dauntless. The              
sector he controls consists of both the Zuma sector and Moddell subsector. The capital of the                
subsector is in Annaj system, the focal point of Raythe’s power. Raythe himself considers              
himself an industrialist, having spent billions of credits and careful political maneuvering to             
arrange the construction of the death star and hundreds of military industrial complexes             
throughout the systems of the sector. While he longs to see the rise of the Empire once again                  
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over the galaxy, he also wants to make sure that the modest kingdom he has made for himself                  
withstands against any threat.  

10. Admiral Gable Karius 

Admiral Karius is more machine than man. Despite much of his body consisting of cybernetic               
implants, Karius is considered an able administrator and ruthless authoritarian in the systems             
under his control. Concentrated around Mustafar, the Admiral essentially controls the Atravis            
sector with an iron grip. He took residence in the late Darth Vader’s personal temple following                
the dark lord’s death on the second death star, and leaves most of the small bureaucratic machine                 
to the administrators tucked away in the complex. Karius is considered a zealotic loyalist of               
Darth Vader and wants nothing more to see the Empire ruled by someone who is truly powerful                 
once again. While he has sworn loyalty to Thrawn in this situation, it is well known that he is                   
uncertain of the grand admiral’s ability to be tough on the rebellion.  

11. Moff Ssaria 

The Emperor considered Ssaria one of his best instruments to enact his will on the galaxy, while                 
the people she ruled over consider her methods to often be too extreme or harsh on the                 
population. Her method for rule is often cited as pure authoritarianism, and completely willing to               
toss aside anyone who stands in the way of enforcing the Emperor’s will. She rules the Castell                 
sector from its home system, Castell. Situated along the Perlemian Trade Route, the system is an                
epicenter of trade and transport between the inner and outer regions of the galaxy. She sees                
maintaining the Castell sector under Imperial control as being one of the most important aspects               
of the Empire’s fight for survival against the rebellion. Losing the system means the Rebellion               
would be free from any Imperial harassment to travel from one end of the galaxy to the other                  
with ease. Ssaria will do whatever it takes to ensure that the empire controls Castell, with her as                  
its unquestioned leader.  

12. Admiral Zsinj 

Admiral Zsinj has a unique position within Thrawn’s cabinet as the only appointed “warlord of               
the Empire” in the room. Entrusted with a massive fleet of ships by the Emperor, Zsinj was                 
placed in control of the Quelii Oversector. While this made him a Grand Moff, not all things                 
would remain the same following the death of the Emperor. Many systems in his Oversector               
turned to the rebellion after the destruction of the second death star, significantly shrinking the               
practical extent of his reign and limiting his resources. That said, he is one of the most respected                  
members of the cabinet and is considered one of the most brilliant tacticians in the Imperial                
navy, only second – maybe – to Grand Admiral Thrawn himself. His goal is to reclaim full                 
control of his oversector by whatever means he can, though most of his efforts recently have                
been through military engagement with rebel forces throughout the region. In exchange for             
agreeing to support Thrawn’s position as the new Emperor with political legitimacy and military              
power, he expects the committee to provide him considerable aid in reconquering his region              
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specifically but, naturally, the rest of the cabinet may need some convincing to agree to such                
terms.  

13. Grand Moff Therbon 

Therbon is one of only a small handful of cabinet members that is a Grand moff and not just a                    
normal moff. Therbon was entrusted to run the Maldrood Oversector during the reign of the               
Emperor, centered in the capital system of Lantillies. While this oversector is by far the largest                
among those in Thrawn’s cabinet, it is also one of the most war torn. Rebel forces have secret                  
encampments, major industry worlds, capital worlds, and millions in loyal populations           
throughout this sector. That said, the sectors and systems under Therbon’s control does give him               
roughly the same levels of political control as the other moffs assembled. Similar to Zsinj,               
Therbon sees giving Thrawn the political and military support he needs as the most secure               
method to getting the necessary resources to retaking his lost oversector and claiming his lost               
power. Should he be successful, a completely loyal Malrood Oversector could even the playing              
ground significantly and give the Empire new locations and bases to launch attacks against the               
rebellion.  

14. Admiral Natasi Daala 

Admiral Daala has spent the past eleven years tucked away in a secret military installation               
located deep in the Maw cluster, only recently learning of the fall of both the Emperor and Darth                  
Vader. Swearing loyalty to Thrawn, she brings a small fleet and various technological super              
weapons to the assembly never before seen. While her fleet is small, the weapons and advanced                
technologies aboard them rival that of any other fleet in the galaxy. She also has not withheld her                  
convictions for the future and holds extreme hatred towards the rebellion for causing the death of                
her old friend, the late Grand Moff Tarkin. She currently controls the Maw Installation in the                
Kessel Sector. While considered vital to controlling the northeast corner of the galaxy, the Kessel               
sector is rife with rebel activity that threatens its integrity daily. While Daala’s forces are               
technologically ascendant over her enemies, their few numbers may not be able to stand up               
against a full on rebel assault, thus risking that such fantastic weapons – like the sun crusher –                  
fall into rebel hands.  

15. Moff Leonia Tavira 

Tavira is the youngest official moff in the history of the Empire. After marrying young into the                 
royal family of her homeworld and lifting herself out of poverty, she used her growing political                
power to claim the title of moff following the death of her husband after the destruction of the                  
death star. At the young age of 18, she has used her political and military sway in the Ado sector                    
to maintain control. That said, her goal is ultimately to maintain her precarious position of power                
on the planet. While young, she is extremely capable of administering her territories and is               
largely regarded as a capable ruler. That said, sources of rebel activity dot throughout the Ado                
sector and threaten her rule on a regular basis. Should she wish to remain in a position of power,                   
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it is essential that she use the resources she has and those she can get to ensure her reign is a long                      
and uninterrupted one.  

16. Admiral Ledre Okins 

By the book, straight nosed, and loyal to the end, Okins is pure Imperial down to the bone.                  
Religiously loyal to the Empire, Okins was often entrusted by the Emperor with the              
responsibility to set roudy captains or corrupt bureaucrats back into line when others were              
unwilling to do so. He was also among the closest thing that ever came to a friend of Darth                   
Vader. Okins wants nothing more than to see the complete annihilation of the rebellion, but not                
at the cost of replacing the former Empire with a corrupt, bureaucratic monster. He will do all                 
that he can to make sure the committee stays ‘by the books’ and true to the lasting goal of the                    
Empire. Physically, Okins guides his fleet around the core worlds and lacks any one center of                
control. That said, he frequently is based in Coruscant, often lending aid to Imperial forces on the                 
planet and ensuring that the influence of the rebellion stays far from the core worlds.  

17. Moff Tol Getelles 

Yol Getelles is the proud ruler of a small, but substantially important corridor of the Empire, the                 
Antemeridian Sector. Considered one of the major systems of Permelian Trade Route, the sector              
lies at the intersection of the major hyperspace lane and a variety of other smaller routes. As a                  
result, this makes the location a prime target for Rebel incursions and attack. Getelles considers               
it a personal mission to ensure that the sector does not fall to rebel hands. A careful planner, the                   
moff often has attempted to ensure stability over expansion in the wake of the death star’s                
destruction and looks to the committee for the resources he needs to cut off any chance of rebel                  
traffic from beyond the outer rim.  

18. Admiral Victor Strang 

Strang is only one of two in the committee to posses a fleet of ships that are more technologically                   
advanced than most of the regular fleet. He leads the Imperial Star Destroyer Conqueror: an               
abnormally large star destroyer equipped with a super-laser like that of the former death star.               
While its destructive power is far beyond that of a normal fleet, it is a frequent target of rebel                   
spies and covert operations. Strang does not outright control any sector or system directly, but               
instead administers any region under his domain from aboard his star ship, nestled between              
dozens of other, smaller ships. His leadership style and practical attitude have earned him the               
respect of his armies and fleets, with many drawn simply to his charisma as a natural born leader.                  
His long-term goals are comparable to an ardent Imperial loyalist: The complete return of galaxy               
to Imperial control and the total obliteration of the rebellion. Currently his fleet is in the southern                 
side of the galaxy near Mustafar.  

The source I used for ALL of this 
https://starwars.fandom.com/wiki/Star_Wars  
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